**Mapping Frankenstein**

Victor travels throughout Europe over the course of the story, with his monster often on his trail. From Italy to the Arctic, the pair bring death and destruction almost wherever they go. Over fifty locations are mentioned in Frankenstein. We will be creating a Google Map of the story. You will get an email invitation to add to the map on your Office 365 email account.

Your group will be assigned a location. Use the html version of Frankenstein under the Frankenstein Resources Collection to find mention(s) of the location in the story. Use the Google Find feature to see where in the story your location is mentioned. Determine what takes place at this location in the story. For example, is it where Victor was born or where his brother was murdered? What characters are involved in this location?

Research the location, if it is a town, what country is it in? Find an image of the area, whether a city or geographical feature, such as an ocean or mountain.

Follow the email invitation to edit the Untitled Google Map. Search for your location and add to map. You may then edit the location, putting in text to explain what happened at this location in the story and upload your image. Bonus for including a quote!

**Fake Franken Texting**

You will be assigned a section of the text and will use the link Fake Text Message to recap that part of the plot. Choose what characters text each other to give a very brief overview of what happened at your assigned part of the story. Use as many texts as needed to give a review. When your text is finished click “create image” and save to Wilder Frankenstein on Stu Share.

**Book Cover Rating**

Got to the Frankenstein Collections page and click on Frankenstein Book Covers. There are hundreds of different book covers for Frankenstein. Click on covers you feel best reflect the story OR least reflect the story. Favorite and comment on why you feel this cover either does or does not truly represent the story of Frankenstein and his Monster.
Text Summaries

Letters 1-4 Walton to his sister.

Chapter 1 Victor’s parents and early childhood
Chapter 2 Young Victor meets Henry, interests in science
Chapter 3 Victor goes to college
Chapter 4 Victor the scientist gets weird
Chapter 5 Victor makes his monster
Chapter 6 Henry saves Victor
Chapter 7 Victor’s brother is murdered
Chapter 8 Justine goes down for murder
Chapter 9 Victor is depressed in Geneva
Chapter 10 Victor and the monster meet in the mountains
Chapter 11 the monster tells his story of the De Lacey family
Chapter 12 the monster teaches himself to read, etc.
Chapter 13 the monster learns more about life from the De Lacey family
Chapter 14 history of the De Lacey family
Chapter 15 the monster reads books and Victor’s notebooks
Chapter 16 the monster goes on the road
Chapter 17 Victor agrees to make the monster a mate
Chapter 18 Victor plans his trip to make a mate
Chapter 19 Victor and Henry travel
Chapter 20 Victor in Scotland
Chapter 21 Victor on trial for murder
Chapter 22 Victor gets married
Chapter 23 Elizabeth is murdered
Chapter 24 Victor chases the monster to the Arctic

Final Letters Walton hears both Victor’s and the monster’s stories